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Watermark Arts brings together somatic awareness and
artistic expression in the belief that both are essential
aspects in creating a more humane and peaceful world.
The word soma, from the Greek somatikos, implies a
fullness of presence in the living, sensate, wholeness of
bodily being. With awareness of the integrity of the body,
comes a felt experience of the interconnection of all living
things as part of a larger whole.
In our modern, technologically-advanced era, somatic
explorers exist near the cultural edge, holding this way of
wholeness in the face of a widespread and pervasive
sense of fragmentation.
Artists, too, live at the edge of culture, working with
revolutionary ideas and symbolic messages encoded in
dance, poetry, stories, music and visual art. As culture
creators throughout history, artists have brought about
substantive, peaceful change in society.
These times call on us to become generators of the culture
we wish to live in. Creative acts show up in all aspects of
life ? in art, in teaching, in community-building. Watermark
Arts asks, What happens when these creative acts are
informed by somatic awareness? Can we bring into being a
world permeated by a sense of wholeness and
interconnection?
We invite you to join us.
Cover Image: My Body, The Wetland by Prue Jeffiries©. Watermark Arts Journal Watermark Arts 2020 ©. All writing, images, video and artwork is the copyright of
Individual artists 2020. © All Rights Reserved 2020.
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Ar t ist ic Dir ect or
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Pr u e Jef f r ies

Visit the galleries of 50 somatic artists in all artistic
mediums at www.watermarkarts.org
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Galler ies Adm in ist r at or

Regular updates and invitations from the Watermark
Arts world.
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Beth Riley
Education Advisor

An e-journal of transformative art and full length
articles from somatic arts practitioners.
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Bonnie Gintis
Science Advisor

Wat er m ar k in gs
Live and online, performances and somatic art
experiences.

Wat er m ar k Ar t s Edu cat ion
Seminars, workshops, online learning.
Publications: A Moving Inquiry and Moving Art Cards.

Wat er m ar k Ar t s is en vision in g an d
ch an gin g t h e w or ld t h r ou gh
som at ically-in spir ed ar t .
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Wat er m ar k Ar t s Fu n d
If you are inspired to make a
f u lly t ax-dedu ct ible
don at ion
On lin e: Go to Community
Foundations of the Hudson
Valley
By m ail: Send a check,
payable to
Wat er m ar k Ar t s Fu n d
Community Foundations of
the Hudson Valley
80 Washington St., Suite 201
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
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M y Bod y, T h e W etl an d
by Elaine Colandrea
Photos: Erik Kiviat, Photo Art: Prue Jeffries
My Body, The Wetland Italian Translation PDF
Con ll Mio Corpo, La Palude Traduzione Italiana PDF

INTRODUCTION
For the past 40 years, I have waded,
paddled a canoe, and camped in wetland
environments, traveling with my biologist
husband in the United States, Canada, and
the British Isles. We have explored fresh
and saltwater marshes, fens, bogs, and
swamps in all kinds of weather and at all
times of the year.
These experiences have informed my work
as a dancer, massage therapist, and
movement teacher in rich and varied ways,
as I have explored the similarities between
wetlands and the human body.
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Those similarities have been most notable in my
practice of Continuum, a form of inquiry founded
on the biological reality that the human body is
mainly fluid.
Continuum uses breath, sound, and movement
to access and stimulate cerebrospinal fluid,
blood, lymph, and interstitial fluid, as well as the
fluids within cells.

M y Continuum experiences
in my own internal wetland,
my body, parallel my
experience of being in
natural wetland
environments;
each has enriched
the other.
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THE ROLE OF VITAL FLUIDS
Wetlands are the part of the
landscape where water and land
commingle. My favorite way to
travel in a wetland is by canoe; the
meandering channels that make up
the water route are often the
easiest way to navigate the marshy
landscape.

But whether you go by land or by
water, there is rarely a straight line
in a natural wetland. Rather, travel
must follow a complex network of
channels that sometimes appear
directionless.
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The curving pathways of a wetland slow the movement of the water, allowing sediments to settle and nutrients
to accumulate, and offering a safe space for fish and amphibians to lay eggs and birds to nest. Because of their
wandering pathways, wetlands are fertile and nutrient-rich areas of the landscape.
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I n Continuum, I explore
fluid movement with my
body, in curving, spiraling,
waving, undulating
motions that rarely follow a
straight line.
In the torso and spine, invoking fluidity will
lead to undulations; in the arms and legs, fluid
motion may look more like the tentacle
movement of an octopus or the movement of
seaweed in water. Tracking fluid motion as it
travels through me, I cannot help but feel
myself following the curving, meandering
pathways of the marsh, only now the
waterways I follow are internal.
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As I move in this fluid way, tight muscles begin to soften, sore muscles are eased by the increase in circulation.
Internal organs decompress and bones reacquaint themselves with their malleable nature. The increase in
circulation nourishes every cell in my body.
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I become more aware of the continuous,
spiraling web of connective tissue that
surrounds each organ, bone, and muscle,
a web that would reveal the shape of my
body even if all my skin and internal
structures were to disappear.

As I attune to my fluidity,
my mutable nature becomes
apparent to me. I shift my
sense of density and form,
like a wetland absorbing
what flood waters it can
and releasing the overflow
to surrounding areas.
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Wetland waterways, in their natural state, create an effective filtration system that removes toxins and debris
from the water that passes through it, as well as allowing nutrients to settle out. Water revitalizes itself by
moving slowly in circuitous pathways. This system is so effective that some communities are building
marshes to treat sewage.
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Our bodies have a parallel system of
filtration and purification. The amazing
fluid-filled network of veins, arteries, and
lymphatic vessels that brings oxygen and
other vital nutrients to the trillions of cells in
the human body also carries off carbon
dioxide and other by-products of cellular
metabolism.

Circulation is propelled by
movement? the movement of
the waters in the wetlands and
of blood and lymph, among
others, in the human body.
Body text

Many of the breaths, sounds, and
movements in Continuum are intended to
animate the circulatory system, enhancing
its natural function and making it more
dynamic.
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FLUID EXPLORATIONS,
INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL
Exploring the waterways, whether of a marsh or of
my own body, engenders a sense of discovery.
Finding a path to follow through a wetland can be
challenging? even the well-traveled canoe routes
through the Okefenokee Swamp in southern
Georgia change seasonally and vary with weather
conditions.
Erik and I have paddled through here for days,
camping at day?s end on platforms that were often
the only solid surface for miles. These routes
require great attention not only to the manmade
trail markers, but also to the nature of the moving
water itself.
Changing water levels, shifting peat masses, and
the alligators that settle onto the camping
platforms for a nap are unknowns to be met and
navigated.
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Not quite knowing where I am going as I follow the winding channels of
the marsh or the flowing movements of a Continuum exploration,
I encounter a kind of dissolving.
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My attention becomes more fluid,
going inward and outward
simultaneously; the boundary between
myself and the environment becomes
less clear, the way land and water
intermingle in the marsh. A state of
open attentiveness to myself and my
world, including what I cannot
completely know, informs my
consciousness, and I am led to meet
the unknown from a deeply inhabited
sense of self.

Refining my experience
of my inner world
increases my sensitivity to
the world beyond my own
skin, the environment
I inhabit.
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My experience is paradoxical: the more I quietly settle into myself, whether in a Continuum exploration
or on a sunset paddle in the marsh, the more I become aware of my connectedness
to everything around me, and the interconnectedness of all things.
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BUILDING A
PERSPECTIVE
OF W HOLENESS
The miraculous sense of
interconnectedness that Continuum
restores to me has profound
repercussions. As a massage therapist, I
have been trained to distinguish specific
identities and separations between
muscle and bone, nerve and blood,
cranium and sacrum, to name a few.
My massage training is based on a
mechanical model of the body, one that
breaks the human body down into
discrete systems. But this approach
leads to fragmented knowledge and
isolated treatment.
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Thus, when someone develops carpal
tunnel syndrome, the forearm and
hand are treated as a unit separate
from the rest of the body.
The shoulder, torso, alignment,
breath, and movement of the
individual are largely ignored, though
these factors may all have important
effects on what happens with the
hand and arm.
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I n fact, no injury or
chronic pain problem can
be resolved without
regarding the body as a
holistic system operating
in a complex context.
Healing, as opposed to simple
treatment, requires looking at the
individual?s interactions with her body
and her environment. To recognize, as
Continuum practice does, that our
bodies? like the weather, like the
landscape, like the seasons? are always
changing, ever mutable and capable of
adaptation, supports a holistic approach
to any condition.
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From the perspective of Continuum, the key to health is awareness:
one needs to slow down, explore options in multiple directions,
and remain in inquiry. Often, there is not cultural support for this approach to health.
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Unfamiliarity with such a holistic
perspective extends to how we
view? and treat? the earth's body.
Often, human choices are made
without regard for the wholeness of
the body of the earth.
At times, these choices lead to
surprise, shock, and feelings of
disassociation, along with economic
distress.
Human disasters, like the loss of
homes inappropriately located on an
unstable hillside further destabilized
by heavy rains, or the destructive
flooding of a beachside community
during a hurricane, are examples of
the cost of our failure to grasp the
relationship between all the many
aspects of the earth.
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Understanding the complexity of the
interrelationships between land and water
could lead to different choices that might
minimize the effects of natural disasters.
There are many less dramatic cases. For
example, runoff from a development site
at the edge of a wetland can have
disastrous consequences.
The additional material flowing into the
wetland from the construction represents
a loss of valuable topsoil from upland
environments. It is also degrading to the
wetlands, where it can cause siltation,
filling in the wetland and robbing it of its
ecological value.
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When the interconnection of land and
water is understood, measures can be
taken to develop land in more
sensitive ways. Intelligent planning can
occur when communities, government
agencies, and developers understand
the biology of the landscape they live
in and interact with.
This requires a holistic view of the
environment, one that acknowledges
the intricate relationship human
activity has to the environment and
the complexity of the environment
itself.
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How can I as a living, growing organism learn to function
from a perspective of wholeness rather than
fragmentation, and help others to do so?
How can an outlook that honors the interconnectedness
of all things inform my relationships with my body and
with others, my professional work, and my interactions
with the natural world I inhabit?
Continuum offers a way to experience and embody our
interconnectedness.

By encouraging us to directly
experience the biological nature of
our internal landscape, Continuum
allows us to see our bodies as whole,
living systems and as organisms that
are extensions of the earth?s body.
The experience of Continuum can alter how we live in
relationship to the earth?s ecosystem.
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AW AKENING PERCEPTION
INTERNALLY AND EXTERNALLY

Whether I am paddling in a wetland or
moving through the depths of a Continuum
exploration, I enter a quiet, slowed,
attentive state that both makes me acutely
aware of my physical self and dissolves the
boundaries between my self and my
environment.
In the wetland, there is no choice but to
slow down; the water is shallow and the
curving routes don?t allow speed. Personal
silence is rewarded. Speed and noise are
prevalent in the everyday world, but in the
marsh, moving slowly and quietly allows the
wonders of this watery world to reveal
themselves.
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The soft clucking of a mallard hidden in the reeds, the distant splash of an osprey diving for its dinner, the quick
submergence of the muskrat as I round a bend can be missed all too easily in the absence of quiet, focused
attention.
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As I slow down and listen to my own internal,
marsh-like world, my nervous system calms and
distracting thoughts fade away.

I tune into my body?s primary
language, the language of
sensation.
I notice the movement of my breath, its depth,
speed, and quality. I notice where I feel
internally spacious or compressed. I experience
a plethora of other sensations. My perceptual
capacity broadens and my sensory systems
stimulate each other.
Synesthesia, or commingling of the senses, may
occur. Other internal realities emerge and I
begin to learn about my own vastness of being.
At times, as I move, it is like I am following a
scent internally, at other times it is an internal
sound.
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It is not so different in the marsh; sometimes the sound of wings beating draws my attention skyward to
a flock of ducks, or a musky odor tells me a mammal is nearby.

W ith focused attention, I become an observer of
both inner and outer worlds.
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Like the earth?s marshes,
my body
is a world in which
fluids
are
primary.
Spending time in marshes has opened
my eyes to the nature of the universe
and the earth?s body. Continuum has
helped me realize the wetland nature
of my body and understand how, with
my own fluid movement, I am closely
related to the earth?s body.

M y body, the wetland.
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M y body, the wetland.
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Elaine Colandrea
In another time and place, Elaine Colandrea would be a temple
dancer. In this world, she is a dancer/choreographer, Continuum
teacher, somatic educator and bodyworker. Based in the Hudson
Valley of New York, Elaine also teaches regularly in Italy and has
been an invited presenter at ISMETA, the Omega Institute and
Shantigar Foundation.
Elaine's primary interests have always been the transformational
aspects of moving, sounding and breathing, along with a belief
that the somatic arts create a more humane society. In over forty
years of exploring the natural world with Erik Kiviat, Elaine has
learned to embody and give artistic expression to the many life
forms they have encountered.
As artistic director of Watermark Arts, Elaine oversees a virtual
website gallery featuring nearly 60 artists from every artistic
medium, produces live performances, visual art exhibits, video
works, an online journal, conferences and workshops that bring
together her two passions: somatic awareness and art. Dance
reviewer Linda Diamond in 2012 called Elaine, "a wizard of new
dance forms." Kate Goldsmith, Northern Dutchess News and
Creative Living wrote in July 2012, ''Elaine Colandrea is an
alchemist and her medium is the human body."

The photos of Elaine and Erik were taken 40 years ago by Esther Kiviat.

Visit Elaine's website ELAINECOLANDREA.COM
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Erik Kiviat
Erik Kiviat PhD
Erik is a naturalist and scientist with various academic credentials.
The most relevant aspect of his work is that much of it revolves
around wetlands ? swamps, marshes, fens, temporary pools, wet
meadows. And the plants and animals that use those habitats. He
has travelled widely, often with Elaine, seeking out big and small
wetlands, always asking the questions, ?What?s there? How many?
What are they doing? How are people using the landscape and
how does it influence them?? The camera is one of his tools for
recording data, along with binoculars, a hand lens, and a
notebook. While documenting organisms and their habitats he
also likes to capture an interesting scene, whether tiny or
expansive, that might have a special scientific or aesthetic appeal.
All of this goes toward understanding how nature works and
educating people about it, and when possible is put to use
protecting biodiversity from human activities. Erik oversees
Hudsonia, a nonprofit research institute that studies nature and
provides information to environmental professionals.
Find Eriks' work at HUDSONIA.ORG
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Prue Jeffries
A pioneer and visionary of Women?s Surfing, Prue Jeffries spent
two decades traveling the world on the Association of Surfing
Professionals World Championship Tour, now known as the WSL
(World Surf League). She is a published writer, editorial
consultant, founder of a women?s clothing company, brand
ambassador, event producer, and filmmaker.
Being with the ocean, nature and the creative flow of life informs
Prue deeply. She has spent many years as a practitioner and
guide supporting people with self-awareness and embodiment.
Prue blends experiential knowledge from her affinity with nature,
water, and movement, an understanding of the body from her
athletic career, training in somatic and body-centered
approaches with extensive life experiences and personal
contemplative practices in order to guide and support people.
She is deeply passionate about the transformative potential of
nature and art.
Prue is Creative Director for Watermark Arts. She is a Certified
Massage Therapist (CMT), Biodynamic Craniosacral Therapist
(BCST), Registered Craniosacral Therapist (RCST®), an Approved
Teacher of Biodynamic Craniosacral Therapy, a Registered
Somatic Movement Educator (RSME) and a member of the
Continuum Teachers Association. BODYOFWONDER.COM
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For the year 2020, Watermark Arts invited people into the living art experience
~ the felt sense of becoming water ~ by participating in the Water Blessing Project.
By creating a resonant field of connection with others and with the waterways of the planet,
the Water Blessing Project became an invocation to water and to self-inquiry in service to the whole of existence.
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What follows are Water Blessings
from around the world.
Woven in are artist creations from
the Watermark Arts galleries.

Th ese of f er in gs expr ess
Wat er Sen se
~ t h e w isdom of w at er .

Water Blessing June 2020, Kingston, NY
with Sangi Van Den Nouweland
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FLUIDITY
W ATER BLESSINGSFOR OUR TIMES

By Judi Bachrach

Chaos begets
rigidity
for containment
Rigidity begets
chaos
for freedom
Beneath our skin
fluidity dances and ripples
for life in between

Prue Jeffries, Drop
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Fluidity rises
to the evocative coherence of Love
Track
the gentle ebb and swell
Become
the terrifying
curl of a monstrous wave
Breathe deep
Dive within
the boundaryless ocean of being

Prue Jeffries, Effulgence
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MY BODY OF W ATER
By NoelleAdamo

My body of water
makes waves.
It knows calm
does not equal peace
and sometimes it must
rise and surge
in order to be heard.
I am a storm.
I accept
I will disturb
more than a few boats.

Tuan Pham, Harmony
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My body is a waterfall
here to accompany you
as life takes you down,
hard and magnificent,
then gentles
into the pool of your
broken heart.
I am witness.
I am the beloved?s
arms.
Soul set in motion,
I dive into waters
larger than myself.
I too learn to swim.

Tuan Pham, Zen Mountains and Rivers
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My streams tumble
from sky-peak
Himalayan mountains,
release laughter from sunlight,
pull color from pebbles,
urgent and excited
with life?s descent,
with the unstoppable
momentum
of my surrender.
I am being danced.
This surprise
like the first cold day
scatters a splash
of concern.

Prue Jeffries, Water Homage Collection
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Desire floods
the basement
of my mind.
My mind, liquid,
gets ahead of itself.
My water ripples
out to your water.
Sifts through your conflicts
and your conversations.
I rush over
the stones,
quicken to their
wanting:
Turn me to sand
with my thousand
mistakes.

Tuan Pham, Lotus Pond
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I call my tide
back to this belly,
this voice, this breath,
on earth, where
I am most afraid.

Tuan Pham, Fool and Frank
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Prescience is a gift
but presence
is the prayer that lands
in the center of my body
as a drop from the sky.
My river spirals and curls
and bends at last
to the wetlands, slows,
brushes through minerals
and grasses where the heron
stands unfazed, still,
winged, while I filter
what matters. This
takes time.

Prue Jeffries, Egret
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Purified, you can?t
contain this body.
It stretches across waves.
The rain that I am
opens flowers.
Within each petal
a verse.

Prue Jeffries, Floris Sea
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I find my way into the mud
of springtime.
I kiss the bones
and the buried things.
I am fragrant and alive
in the weight
that shapes me.
Here in darkness I grow,
where water and land meet,
in the tangled
and complicated roots
of all life.

Erik Kiviat, Goldenclub
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W ATER CALL
By BethRiley
In our garden,
The seasonal change comes with the wind,
Heralding the storehouse of Spring?s promise:
Winter?s enclosure approaches.
Bright red apples hang on branches like
ornaments.
Leaves begin to release earthward,
dissolving once more
Into loam.
Sap water shifts from its upwelling surges
To the drawing down invitation of roots.

Prue Jeffries, Floating Leaf
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I, too, yield to the changing seasons and tides of living now ?
My cellular water calls me into root and rest.
Liquid rising and falling inside,
continually baptizing
The shore of my bones,
the season of my heart, this life we are living.
Prue Jeffries, Spiralis Sea
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Water is everywhere, always coming when called.
Here is the essential gift
Touching our toes as we stand
At the edge of a future we cannot envision.
Water is Everywhere.
Offering new nourishment,
Fresh eyes - A gaze of utter equanimity and mercy,
The very movement, nature and truth of water
Opens us to a constant presence of
unceasing aliveness
from an infinite well.

Water is Everywhere.
Calling back to the garden and to us:
Be Fresh. Be Strong. Yield and Rise Again.

Prue Jeffries, Creation
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IMMANENT BECOMING | BEING NATURE
By JamieMcHugh
Con cept / Im ages: Jam ie M cHu gh
M u sic: ?Th e Way Beyon d? by Jim Cole + Spect r al Voices (22 m in .)
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W ATER BLESSING
PODI VOLANO, FERRARA, ITALY, JUNE2020
Ledby Simona Arbizzani, ContinuumTeacher
withLaura Balbi, MircoDondi andCinzia Russillo

Marco Dalboni, Simona Arbizzani
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"E?stata un?esperienza
rigenerante? sono sta fiume,
cascata, oceano ed ora il
respiro è libero e più
ampio? grazie"
"I t was a rejuvenating
experience...I am a river,
waterfall, ocean and now
my breath is free and wider
...thank you"
~ Cin zia Ru ssillo, Fer r ar a, It aly

Marco Dalboni, Water Blessing Ferrara
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Wat er Blessin g on t h e Po di Volan o, Fer r ar a, It aly
June 2020 (4.15 min)
Led by Simona Arbizzani, Continuum Teacher
With Laura Balbi, Mirco Dondi and Cinzia Russillo
Photographs: Marco Dalboni
Music: Morena Boschetto
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W ATER BLESSING
GUFIALLODOLE, MONTEVEGLIO, ITALY
NOVEMBER 2020
A LESSANDRA CACCIARI & M IRCO DONDI
Mirco Dondi, Offering Bowl
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"I find the Water
Blessing sequence
extremely calming and
relaxing. I t renews the
energy inside me.
I plan on diving into this
exploration more often.
I n this particular period,
I believe it will help me
to slow down, and
pause."
~ M ir co Don di, M on t eveglio, It aly

Marco Dalboni, Mirco Dondi
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W ATER BLESSING
PACIFICOCEAN, SANTA CRUZ,
CALIFORNIA, USA, NOVEMBER 2020
"T hank you for the Water Blessing.
I was moved by the beauty that was
created by the ritual, also being on
the D ay of the D ead, honoring all
those before us. I n preparation, I
gathered flowers for the offering.
M oving together, blessing our
waters together, and being blessed
by them, I was touched by the
power of shared ritual. Later that
day, I offered to our beautiful blue
Pacific ocean the gifts of the flowers
and then immersed myself in the
water."
~ Wit h Val Leof f ler , Con t in u u m Teach er

Val Leoffler, Water Blessing
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W ATER BLESSING
GUANELLA PASS, SOUTH CLEAR CREEK,
GEORGETOWN,
COLORADO, USA, AUGUST 2020
~ w it h Kor i Tolber t , Con t in u u m Teach er
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"D edicated to the waters
of the rivers and streams
of the Rockies that then
flow out into the rest of
the US, and to the oceans
of the world. I ?m also
dedicating to the waters
of my own eyes."
~ Kor i Tolber t , Den ver , Color ado
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W ATER BLESSING, LONG POND AT OMEGA,
RHINEBECK, NEW YORK, OCTOBER 2020
"I felt companioned by the land and the elements.
I am open to change, I am flowing."
~ Am y Davis, Sch odack Lan din g, NY
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W ATER BLESSING VIRTUAL GATHERING (60 MIN.)
60-minute video documenting the Nov 1 Watermark Arts Water Blessing Virtual Gathering
led by Elaine Colandrea, with music by Cory Blake, poetry by Judi Bachrach and Beth Pettengill Riley,
and video editing by Prue Jeffries.
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SUSAN HARPER, HEART OF CONTINUUM (60 MIN. FILM)
Conceivedandproducedby ElaineColandrea f or Watermark Arts.
Editedby HannahTobiaswithElaineColandrea. Original scoreby Cory Blake.
Watermark Arts presents a cinematic celebration of Susan Harper ?s extraordinary life journey.
Born in Africa to missionary parents, Susan began her devoted exploration of Continuum with Emilie Conrad
in 1975, partnering with her in various ways until Emilie's death in 2014.
Continuum Montage, Susan's lifework, began as a record company and grew into the full expression of the
innovative somatic practices born of Susan's deep inquiries and collaborative nature.
Su san Har per , Hear t of Con t in u u m w as cr eat ed t o h on or Su san's 70t h bir t h year in 2020.
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W HAT ISREFUGE?| COS' E RIFUGIO?
By ElaineColandrea, PrueJef f ries, Morena Boschetto
Filmed in the San Falcione historic site in Matera, Italy. Dancer Elaine Colandrea, filmmaker Prue Jeffries
and composer Morena Boschetto worked in close collaboration with each other to share ~
a universal story of all who can't breathe, or all who seek refuge...
Special thanks to ENTE PARCO DELLA MURGIA MATERANA
Maria Teresa Barbaro & Paolo Montagna, Director CEA
View the entire M at er adan cescapes Collect ion on the Watermark Arts Webpage.
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Elemental Exhibits
Earth, Air, Water and Fire. Click on each image below to explore the Elemental
Exhibits featuring many Watermark Artists.
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Our Story
Inspired by Prue Jeffries?nature photographs from around our planet,
the Moving Arts Cards awareness practices are drawn from Elaine
Colandrea?s years of teaching Continuum. The intention is to create an
artful home practice that extends a class/workshop experience.
The first edition is a set of 36 living art experience cards wrapped in a
silver organza bag that you can take with you anywhere.
Your Moving Art Cards order is a donation to support Watermark Arts.

~ Elain e Colan dr ea & Pr u e Jef f r ies
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